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Introduction: As the global urbanization process accelerates, the contradiction
between economic development demands and ecological protection becomes
increasingly prominent.

Methods: In this study, we simulated the evolution of the ecological security
pattern (ESP) of Pingtan Island from 2000 to 2020 by extracting the ecological
sources using Remote Sensing Ecological Index (RSEI), and identifying the
ecological corridors and key nodes by combining with Linkage Mapping (LM)
and Circuit Theory. In addition, Geodetector was utilized to identify these major
determinants affecting RSEI.

Results: The results showed 1) From 2000 to 2020, the ecological environmental
quality (EEQ) of Pingtan Island continued to improve, and the mean value of RSEI
gradually increased from0.47 to 0.51. 2) Univariate analysis showed that elevation
and slope were the most significant factors affecting the spatial variability of the
RSEI, with the interaction between slope and proportion of built-up area having a
significant effect on EEQ. 3) The number and extent of ecological sources were
expanded year by year with significant spatial variability. At the same time, the
number and range of ecological corridors also underwent phase adjustment. 4)
Further exploration of ESP of Pingtan Island in 2020 identified 32 ecological pinch
points (EPPs) and 52 ecological barrier points (EBPs), which were mainly located
within or near the ecological corridors, indicating key areas for future ecological
restoration efforts.

Discussion: These insights help to enhance urban spatial planning and ecosystem
restoration on Pingtan Island and provide a blueprint for ESP development in
comparable island urban environments.
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1 Introduction

The world today faces a range of environmental challenges,
including biodiversity loss (Cardinale and Duffy, 2012), land
desertification (Bestelmeyer and Okin, 2015), and ecosystem
degradation (Fleming and Anderson, 2014), all of which pose
challenges and pressures to the ecological security of human
settlements. In 2015, the United Nations Sustainable Development
Summit (UNDS) released the “2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development,” calling for global progress towards sustainable
development goals (Gjorgievski et al., 2021). Currently, governments
and organizations worldwide are actively seeking effective responses to
these global environmental issues (Lee and Kjaerulf, 2016; Lai and
Eladawy, 2022). In response to these challenges, China has initiated a
series of ecological protection and restoration projects (He and Shen,
2018), such as the Sanjiangyuan Ecological Protection Project and the
“Three-North” Shelter Forest Program (Wang and He et al., 2021a).
However, these projects often target specific ecological elements in local
areas and lack a holistic consideration, leading to improvements in local
ecological environments but not effectively mitigating the overall and
stability of regional ecosystems. Ecological Security Patterns (ESP),
originating from landscape ecological planning, are methods
employed for identifying areas pertinent to ecological restoration
and conducive to biological conservation. This approach not only
facilitates systematic protection and structural optimization of
national spaces but also aids in preserving the integrity of landscape
patterns and ecological functions. Moreover, researching the spatial-
temporal differentiation and influencing mechanisms of ecological
security in urbanized areas is not only a Frontier and high-priority
research topic in Earth system science but also an urgent need to
provide a systematic scientific basis for the high-quality development of
urban agglomerations in response to national strategic requirements.

In previous studies, scholars have employed various methods to
study ecological security, including Ecological Footprint Model (Yang
and Cai, 2020), Minimum Cumulative Resistance (MCR) Model (Dai
and Liu, 2021), DPSIR (Driving Force-Pressure-State-Impact-
Response) Model (He and Zhou, 2022), Geodetector and Multiscale
Geographically Weighted Regression (MGWR) models (Yang and Xu,
2023; Yang and Yu, 2023), enriching the research on ecological security.
In 1996, Yu Kongjian proposed the concept of constructing ESP aimed
at biodiversity conservation (Yu, 1996). After several modifications and
improvements by scholars, the research framework of “Ecological
source extraction - Ecological corridor identification - Strategic point
setting” has become a basic paradigm of ESP research in China (Peng
and Yang, 2018). Ecological source (Montoya and Pimm, 2006),
typically selected as core areas from regions with diverse species
communities such as forests, woodlands, nature reserves, or urban
green spaces, are often identified by evaluating ecosystem service value
and ecological sensitivity (Rebelo and Morris, 2019). However, this
approach can be subjective and overlook variations in habitat quality
among source sites. In this study, we utilized the Remote Sensing
Ecological Index (RSEI) to assess changes in ecological quality within
the study area (Xu, 2013; Zhu and Chen, 2021), which enabled the
identification of areas with the highest ecological quality as ecological
source sites. Contrasting with previous methodologies, this approach
incorporates a broader range of factors, employs a more objective
weighting system, and effectively captures recent changes in ecological
quality, thus identifying areas of high stability and habitat quality.

Regarding ecological corridor extraction, these corridors,
typically linear or strip-shaped, connect ecological source areas.
While most studies rely on the minimum cumulative resistance
(MCR) model to delineate potential ecological corridors, this model
fails to account for the random mobility of species and identify key
ecological nodes. Our study addresses these limitations by applying
circuit theory (McRae and Dickson, 2008) to simulate species’
random migration patterns and by using the Centrality Mapper
module to evaluate corridor importance. This approach effectively
identifies ecological pinch points and obstacles, thereby providing a
scientific basis for future conservation planning on Pingtan Island.
This methodology compensates for the deficiencies of the MCR
model and has demonstrated practicality and reliability.

Currently, ESP has been widely applied and achieved rich results
in areas such as ecological risk assessment and ecological spatial
planning (Song and Qin, 2016; Wang and He et al., 2021b; Nie and
Shi, 2021; Wang and Wu, 2021). Additionally, China’s coastal areas
are regions of extreme ecological importance and sensitivity, making
the evolution process and influencing factors of ESP in coastal island
cities even more worthy of attention (Cao and Wong, 2007). In face
of the complex background of multidimensional coupling of natural,
social, and economic elements in urban agglomerations, fully
understanding the evolution process of ESP in island cities and
its influencing factors is an important prerequisite for scientifically
planning ecological spaces and reasonably allocating natural
resources. It is also an urgent need to promote regional
ecological civilization construction and high-quality development.

In conclusion, current research on ESP primarily focuses on aspects
such as land use (Li and Li, 2020)and ecosystem services (Wang and
Chen, 2019). These study centers on ecological restoration and control
zones based on the current situation, while studies on the evolution of
ESP and its influencing factors remain limited. Pingtan Comprehensive
Experimental Zone (abbreviated as Pingtan Island) is one of the typical
island cities in the southeastern coastal region of China. It has attracted
a significant population and economic trade activities. However, the
expansion of construction land has led to the fragmentation of habitat
patches, complicating the regional ecological pattern. Therefore, this
study focuses on Pingtan Island, utilizing the RSEI to characterize
ecological quality and extract ecological sources. Additionally, we
introduce a Geodetector to analyze the mechanisms by which eight
typical indicators, including elevation, population density, land use
types, and artificial nighttime light data, affect RSEI. Furthermore,
through spatial overlay analysis that considers various factors from
nature, society, and economics, we construct an ecological resistance
surface. We use circuit theory to extract ecological corridors and
prioritize ecological protection areas. Ultimately, we simulate the
evolution of Pingtan Island’s ESP for the years 2000, 2010, and
2020. This study aims to provide a scientific basis for the future
development and planning of ESP in island city ESP (Figure 1).

2 Methods and material

2.1 Study area

Pingtan Island, directly administered by Fujian Province (Figure
2), is located in the eastern part of the province, spanning
geographical coordinates from 25°15′N to 25°45′N, and from
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119.932E to 120.10′E. Occupying a crucial strategic position in the
maritime Silk Road and the comprehensive transportation network
of Taiwan Strait, it is not only the largest island in Fujian Province
but also the fifth largest in China. This study focuses on the main
island of Pingtan, covering a total area of 307.36 km2 and
encompassing four administrative regions: Haitan Street, Jingjing
Town, Junshan Town, and Suping Town. Furthermore, its abundant
natural resources and unique geographical characteristics render it a
potential driver for regional economic and social advancement.

Consequently, Pingtan Island is an exemplary region for studying
the evolution of ESP in island cities.

2.2 Data sources and preprocessing

This study utilized the Google Earth Engine (GEE) cloud
platform to select Landsat 5 TM and Landsat 8 OLI imagery
from the same seasons (April 1st to October 1st) in 2000, 2010,

FIGURE 1
The flow chart.

FIGURE 2
Location of pingtan island
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and 2020. A total of 65 satellite images were used to create mosaics of
Pingtan Island for these three periods, featuring the least cloud cover
and a resolution of 30 m. The Landsat series images, provided by the
United States Geological Survey (USGS), underwent radiometric
and atmospheric corrections. Given the island’s geography, this
study applied the Modified Normalized Difference Water Index
(MNDWI) to mask water bodies, ensuring accurate representation
of surface moisture conditions. Land use data were sourced from the
CLCD dataset (Yang and Huang, 2021), processed in ArcGIS to
categorize into five types: cropland, forest, grassland, water bodies,
and built-up areas. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data, obtained
from the Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/), were
processed in ArcGIS to derive slope and terrain ruggedness for
the study area. Additional data included annual average rainfall,
temperature, population density, and artificial nighttime-light data,
with sources and preprocessing methods detailed in
Supplementary Table S1.

2.3 Methods

In order to study the evolution of the ecological quality of
Pingtan Island from 2000 to 2020 and the main influencing factors,
we firstly analyzed the changes in regional ecological quality and the
mechanisms of various driving factors using RSEI and Geodetector.
Subsequently, circuit theory was integrated to construct the ESP
changes over past 2 decades in Pingtan Island, and to deeply explore
future ecological protection planning for the study area.

2.3.1 Extraction of ecological source areas
RSEI is utilized to dynamically assess the ecological environment

quality within the region, thereby identifying the areas of highest
ecological quality on Pingtan Island as ecological source areas. RSEI
comprises four indices: Greenness (NDVI), Wetness (WET), Heat
(LST), and Dryness (NDBSI). Due to differing dimensions and value
ranges of these indices, normalization is necessary. Ultimately, in
this study, RSEI was obtained through principal component analysis
(PCA), coupling these four indices, thereby offering greater
objectivity compared to InVEST model. RSEI values range
between [0, 1], with values closer to 1 indicating better EEQ.
Greenness, represented by the Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index, reflects the leaf area index, vegetation coverage, and plant
growth conditions [19]. Wetness is derived using the Tasseled Cap
Transformation [20]. Dryness is calculated from the built-up and
bare soil indices [21], while the Heat index represents surface
temperature, obtained via the Single-Window Algorithm [22].
Specific formulas for each index are detailed in
Supplementary Table S2.

2.3.2 Ecological resistance simulation
Ecological resistance refers to the barriers encountered by

species migration or energy flow between ecological sources,
primarily influenced by land use types and terrain. Considering
Pingtan Island’s numerous water bodies, large transportation routes,
and water areas pose significant barriers to terrestrial species, while
smaller water bodies are crucial water sources during species
migration. Building on prior research (Watson and Doerr, 2017;
Fu and Shi, 2020), eight key resistance factors were selected, and
these factors were categorized into five levels (1–5) based on their
resistance magnitude, with higher levels indicating greater
resistance, following criteria in references (Supplementary Table
S3). Ultimately, the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Al-Harbi,
2001) was employed to determine the weights of these factors
(Supplementary Table S4), and a comprehensive resistance
surface was constructed in ArcGIS using a raster calculator,
integrating these weighted factors (Supplementary Figure S1).

2.3.3 Ecological network construction
The construction of ecological networks involves identifying

ecological corridors, pinch points, and breakpoints. This study
employed the LM tool to extract ecological corridors and
potential ones. The Centrality Mapper module was then used to
identify the centrality of ecological corridors, quantifying the
importance of different corridors. Subsequently, ecological
corridors were classified into first-level and second-level using the
natural breakpoint method in ArcGIS. Ecological pinch points
(EPPs), areas of highest current density and thus the highest
species migration density between sources, are critical nodes for
ecological protection. The “All to one”mode of Pinch Point Mapper
module was used to identify these points within the corridors. As
previous research (Song and Qin, 2016) indicates, corridor width
does not affect the distribution of EPPs or overall landscape
connectivity, the weighted cost distance of corridors was set at
20,000 m in this study. Ecological barrier points (EBPs), areas in
corridors that hinder species and information flow, reduce
connectivity between sources. The Barrier Mapper module, with
a minimum search radius of 50 m, a maximum detection radius of

TABLE 1 Principal component analysis of four indicators on pingtan island,
2000–2020.

Year Index PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

2000 NDVI 0.456 0.683 0.320 0.473

WET 0.495 −0.721 0.153 0.460

LST −0.490 −0.117 0.862 0.059

NDBSI −0.554 0.021 −0.363 0.749

Eigenvalue 0.229 0.047 0.021 0.004

Contribution 76.05% 15.45% 7.08% 1.41%

2010 NDVI 0.491 0.578 0.345 0.553

WET 0.413 −0.805 0.097 0.415

LST −0.533 −0.128 0.832 0.088

NDBSI −0.552 0.035 −0.425 0.717

Eigenvalue 0.228 0.063 0.015 0.004

Contribution 73.39% 20.41% 4.75% 1.45%

2020 NDVI 0.559 0.501 0.405 0.523

WET 0.392 −0.817 −0.068 0.417

LST −0.462 −0.252 0.846 0.079

NDBSI −0.566 0.134 −0.339 0.740

Eigenvalue 0.202 0.028 0.011 0.001

Contribution 83.18% 11.67% 4.62% 0.54%
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250 m, and a step radius of 50 m, was used to obtain improvement
coefficients. These coefficients were also classified using natural
breakpoint method, designating the highest category as a priority
area for future ecological restoration on Pingtan Island. It is noted
that the analysis focused exclusively on the EPPs and EBPs of 2020 to
align with future ESP construction for Pingtan Island.

2.3.4 Geodetector
The Geodetector is a statistical method used for detecting

spatial heterogeneity and identifying driving factors. It comprises
four components: factor detector, interaction detector, risk
detector, and ecological detector. This method is now widely
applied in fields like social and environmental sciences (Zhao and
Zhan, 2020; Zeng and Wan, 2022). In this study, RSEI from
2000 to 2020 serves as the dependent variable. The independent
variables selected for factor detection analysis include Annual
average precipitation (A1), Average annual temperature (A2),
Elevation (A3), Slope (A4), Percentage of construction area (A5),
Percentage of cropland area (A6), Population density (A7), and
GDP (A8). Temperature, precipitation, elevation, and slope are
critical environmental conditions for vegetation growth (Peng
and Kuang, 2019), while land use type and artificial nighttime-
light represent urbanization levels. Population density and
economic density indicate the extent and scale of human
activities.

Factor Detector: This component assesses the explanatory
power of independent variables (X) on the dependent variable
(Y), typically represented by a q-value. The formula is shown in
Eq. 1.

q � 1–
∑L

h�1 Nhσ2h
Nσ2

� 1 –
SSW

SST
(1)

The range of q is [0, 1], where values closer to 1 indicate a
stronger explanatory power of the factor on Y.Here, L represents the
number of layers in Y or X;Nh andNare the sample numbers in layer
h and the entire region, respectively; σh

2 and σ2 are the variances of Y
within layer h and the entire region, respectively; SSW is the sum of
within-layer variances; and SST is the total variance across the
entire region.

Interaction Detector: This tool assesses the interactions among
independent variables Xi, determining whether the combined effect
of different factors enhances, weakens, or is independent of their
explanatory power on the dependent variable Y. Types of
interactions are categorized into five classes
(Supplementary Table S5).

Ecological Detector: This detector compares the spatial
distributions of different independent variables Xi in relation to
the dependent variable Y, represented by F. The formula are shown
in Eqs 2, 3.

F � Nx1 Nx2 − 1( ) SSWx1

Nx2 Nx1 − 1( ) SSWx2
(2)

SSWx1 � ∑
L1

h�1 Nhσ
2
h, SSWx2 � ∑

L2

h�1 Nhσ
2
h (3)

SSWx1 and SSWx2 represent the sum of within-layer variances
formed by the two independent variables X1 and X2, respectively.
Nx1 and Nx2 denote the sample sizes of X1 and X2. The null
hypothesis H0 posits that SSWx1=SSWx2. A rejection of H0 at the

significance level α indicates a significant difference in the impact of
X1 and X2 on the spatial distribution of Y, where Y denotes a
significant difference and N denotes the absence of a significant
difference.

3 Results

3.1 Assessment of EEQ of Pingtan Island

3.1.1 Temporal changes in EEQ
From 2000 to 2020, the PC1 consistently contributed over 70%

to RSEI, with NDVI and WET always yielding positive values, while
LST and NDBSI were negative indicators (Table 1), which suggested
that greenness and wetness positively influence Pingtan Island’s
ecological quality, whereas heat and dryness have detrimental
effects, aligning with empirical observations. The remaining
principal components (PC2—PC4) exhibited variable signs for
these indicators, making it challenging to accurately represent
ecological phenomena. Therefore, PC1 effectively integrates the
characteristic information of each indicator and aligns with
reality, making it suitable for further development of the RSEI
model for Pingtan Island.

According to the classification method proposed by Xu Hanqiu
(Xu and Wang, 2018), the RSEI values were divided into five levels:
poor [0–0.2], below average [0.2–0.4], moderate [0.4–0.6], good
[0.6–0.8], and excellent [0.8–1.0]. The area and proportion of
different ecological grades for three periods from 2000 to
2020 were statistically analyzed (Table 2). Overall, the EEQ of
Pingtan Island did not change significantly from 2000 to 2020
(Figure 3). The average RSEI showed a trend of initial decline
from 0.47 to 0.50, followed by a steady increase to 0.51. During
these periods, areas classified as good (0.6–0.8) or higher
consistently exceeded 30%, indicating that despite high
urbanization, the overall ecological quality has improved.
Furthermore, the proportions of areas classified as good and
excellent have gradually increased over time. Conversely, the
moderate category, representing a moderate proportion in 2000
(24.1%), saw an increase in 2010 (25.76%) but dropped to its lowest
in 2020 (22.71%), reflecting Pingtan Island’s contributions in land
reclamation and afforestation. From 2000 to 2020, the area classified
as excellent significantly increased, from 17.01% in 2000 to 19.93%
in 2020, gradually forming a trend of an ecological barrier around
the city. However, it was observed that areas of higher ecological
quality increasingly concentrated in the central-western and
southern parts, disrupting the previously balanced distribution of
habitat patches. This has resulted in potential risks such as poor
ecological connectivity and obstructed species migration and energy
flow in the northwest and southeast regions.

3.1.2 Spatial changes in EEQ
Utilizing the previously calculated RSEI, changes in EEQ

between successive years were analyzed and categorized into five
distinct levels: Significant Deviation, Slight Deviation, No Significant
Change, Slight Improvement, and Significant Improvement, as
depicted in Figure 4. During 2000–2010, the majority of area
under study exhibited a slight improvement in RSEI (47.40%),
while a smaller fraction showed significant improvement (2.13%),
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TABLE 2 Ecological quality grades and areas in pingtan island, 2000–2020.

Year 2000 2010 2020

Grade Area/km2 Scale Area/km2 Scale Area/km2 Scale

Poor [0–0.2] 51.16 19.60% 46.96 17.03% 45.12 15.58%

Fair [0.2–0.4] 63.54 24.34% 58.38 21.17% 67.67 23.36%

Moderate [0.4–0.6] 62.92 24.10% 71.06 25.76% 65.77 22.71%

Good [0.6–0.8] 39.01 14.95% 50.47 18.30% 53.36 18.42%

Excellent [0.8–1] 44.41 17.01% 48.93 17.74% 57.73 19.93%

Average of RSEI 0.47 0.50 0.51

FIGURE 3
Distribution of RSEI ratings in Pingtan Island from 2000–2020.

FIGURE 4
The spatial distribution of changes in the ecological environment quality of Pingtan from 2000 to 2020.
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primarily in the vicinity of junction between Junshan Town and
Haitan Street, as well as in southern region of Jingjing Town.
Furthermore, regions that experienced ecological deterioration in
terms of RSEI between 2000 and 2010 witnessed gradual
improvements during 2010–2020, with the aggregate of slight
and significant improvements accounting for over 45% of the
area, especially in urbanized locales such as Haitan Street and
Junshan Town. Over past 2 decades, Pingtan Island’s ecological
environment has generally improved, with slight improvements
observed in 48.78% of the area and significant improvements in
6.26%. Nonetheless, there were also pockets of slight (25.12%) and
significant (2.54%) RSEI degradation, predominantly in the western
and southern sections of Haitan Street and western part of Jingjing
Town. Conversely, the central and western regions of Junshan
Town, central area of Jingjing Town, and the southeastern sector
of Haitan Street have shown notable progress in ecological quality
restoration in terms of ESP.

3.2 Impact factor analysis of EEQ

3.2.1 Univariate analysis
Using the factor detector component of Geodetector, and the

specific steps are as follows: 1) Eight factors were selected as
independent variables and categorized into eight groups using the
natural breakpoint method; 2) A grid of 300 m × 300 m was
generated in ArcGIS Pro and intersected with study area, forming a
total of 3,704 points; 3) The RSEImodel was used as dependent variable,
and univariate analysis was conducted using the Geodetector plugin in
Excel 2019. Results (Table 3) indicated that: 1) Across all three time
periods, the p-values for all eight factors were 0.000, demonstrating their
significant explanatory power for spatial variation in RSEI; 2)
Throughout the time frames, factors A1 and A2 had the strongest
explanatory power for RSEI spatial variation, with highest q-value
reaching 0.378, suggesting that terrain has the most substantial
impact on EEQ in the study area; 3) The q-value ranking of factor
A7 showed themost significant change,moving from the sixth to fourth
position. This shift reflects the growing impact of tourism over the past

2 decades, where the expansion of construction land has significantly
affected local EEQ. Therefore, future efforts should focus on enhancing
the management of ecological protection areas to prevent further
encroachment of construction land into ecological spaces.

3.2.2 Analysis of factor interactions
This section further employs the interaction and ecological detectors

to examine interactions among various factors and their significant
differences in spatial distribution of the RSEI. The results (Figure 5)
indicated that: 1) The influence of each factor on spatial variation of RSEI
in the study area was significantly enhanced after their interaction.
Specifically, the bilinear enhancement model appeared 80 times, and
the nonlinear enhancement model occurred 4 times; 2) The most
substantial explanatory power for the spatial variation of RSEI across
different years was A7∩A2, with a peak value reaching 0.521. This
suggests that the interaction between slope and the percentage of
construction area has a considerable impact on the EEQ. This could
be attributed to areas with gentler slopes being more conducive to
construction and socio-economic activities, thus experiencing greater
human-induced disturbances, leading to a deterioration in ecological
quality; 3) A total of 12 factor combinations yielded a ‘Y’ result in the
ecological detection, indicating these combinations have significant spatial
heterogeneity in their impact on the RSEI.

3.3 Selection of ecological source areas

This study identified areas with an optimal ecological grade in
2000, 2010, and 2020, selecting regions larger than 0.2 km2 and
ranking them by area. From 2000 to 2020 (Figure 6), there was an
increasing trend in both the number (from n = 20 to n = 23) and area
(from 39.07 km2 to 47.42 km2) of the ecological patches. The spatial
distribution of these source areas varied significantly, primarily
located in northern, central, and southwestern parts of the study
area, with fewer patches in eastern and southern regions. Notably, in
2000, Haitan Street had six ecological source areas (numbers 12, 13,
15, 16, 18, 19) covering 6.67 km2. However, with increasing
urbanization, the number of source areas in this region decreased

TABLE 3 The results of single factor detection.

Factor 2000 2010 2020

q value p-value q ranking q value p-value q ranking q value p-value q ranking

A1 0.342 0.000 1 0.347 0.000 2 0.378 0.000 1

A2 0.338 0.000 2 0.350 0.000 1 0.344 0.000 2

A3 0.148 0.000 4 0.181 0.000 5 0.154 0.000 6

A4 0.248 0.000 3 0.199 0.000 4 0.214 0.000 3

A5 0.144 0.000 5 0.134 0.000 8 0.144 0.000 8

A6 0.099 0.000 8 0.135 0.000 7 0.150 0.000 7

A7 0.137 0.000 6 0.217 0.000 3 0.214 0.000 4

A8 0.113 0.000 7 0.146 0.000 6 0.191 0.000 5

A1: elevation; A2: slope; A3: annual average rainfall; A4: average annual temperature; A5: population density; A6: percentage of cropland area; A7: percentage of building area; A8: Artificial

Nighttime-light.
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to three (numbers 17, 18, 20) by 2020, totaling an area of 2.64 km2,
and the distances between these areas widened, resulting in poor
connectivity with other regions in the southeastern part of the study
area. Therefore, future efforts should focus on ecological protection
in the southeastern and southern parts of the study area, possibly
through the creation of additional habitat patches, to enhance the
overall ecological connectivity.

3.4 Extraction of ecological corridors

Overall, the ecological network pattern underwent significant
adjustments during the study period (Figure 7; Table 4). The total
number of corridors remained between 50 and 54, with a slight
fluctuation in their total length (112.010–114.252 km). In terms of
corridor quantity, the number of first-level corridors initially

decreased and then increased, while the number of second-level
corridors first increased and then decreased. The quantity and
length of potential corridors experienced considerable changes
within this period, decreasing from 15 corridors totaling
13.183 km in 2000 to 3 corridors totaling 5.285 km in 2010.
These changes reflect the dynamic adjustments in ecological
network and shifts in management strategies, likely in response
to environmental and ecological protection needs, as well as the
island’s development strategies.

3.5 Identification of EPPs

The “All to one” mode of the Pinch Point Mapper module was
employed to identify the current intensity and EPPs within Pingtan
Island’s ecological network in 2020 (Figure 8A). The results showed the

FIGURE 5
Eco-detection and interactive detection matrix.

FIGURE 6
Spatial distribution of ecological source on Pingtan Island from 2000 to 2020.
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maximum current intensity at 0.4386, with identified EPPs
predominantly located at either end or in the middle of corridors.
The predominant land types at these EPPs were forest, farmland, and
built-up areas. Areas with the highest current intensity (Figure 8B), were
primarily concentrated at boundaries between Haitan Street, Jingjing
Town, and Junshan Town. Additionally, a total of 32 ecological

protection areas, covering 1.76 km2, were designated as EPPs,
accounting for 0.572% of the total study area. The largest EPPs
areas were located near the Wuxing Jinsha Beach Resort in
Junshan Town (0.27 km2) and Lu Yang (0.17 km2). In contrast,
the smallest EPPs measuring just 0.01 km2, was situated near
Liaoyuan Village Committee.

FIGURE 7
Spatial and temporal evolution of the ecological network on Pingtan Island, 2000–2020.

TABLE 4 Variations in the number and length of different types of ecological corridors on Pingtan Island, 2000–2020.

Year Total corridors First-level corridors Second-level corridors Potential corridors

Number Total
length (km)

Number Total
length (km)

Number Total
length (km)

Number Total
length (km)

2000 53 112.065 4 3.243 34 95.639 15 13.183

2010 50 114.252 3 3.191 44 105.776 3 5.285

2020 54 112.010 9 3.316 38 101.565 7 7.129

FIGURE 8
Spatial distribution of ecological pinch points on Pingtan Island in 2020.
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3.6 Identification of EBPs

Figure 9A presents the identified EBPs within Pingtan Island’s
ecological network for 2020, while Figure 9B highlights the areas
designated as EBPs with the highest current restoration values.
These areas were also considered priority zones for future
ecological restoration on the island. In total, 52 EBPs were
identified, covering an area of 3.71 km2, which constitutes 0.012%
of the total study area. Generally, the distribution of these EBPs
bears similarities to that of the EPPs, with a concentration at the
boundaries of Haitan Street, Jingjing Town, and Junshan Town.
These areas were significantly affected by human activities, and the
current land use was predominantly for construction purposes. The
largest EBP covers an area of 0.42 km2, located at Lianhua Mountain
Park, while the smallest, measuring just 0.01 km2, is near
Ruyi Lake Park.

4 Discussion

In July 2009, China officially established the Pingtan
Comprehensive Experimental Area. However, the rapid pace
of economic growth and ecological civilization construction
has led to substantial ecological damage on Pingtan Island,
adversely affecting the vegetation and causing coastal
degradation. “The Overall Plan for the Pingtan
Comprehensive Experimental Area (2018–2035)" proposes a
“one primary, four secondary” urban cluster model for the
main island, which was similar to the ecological network for
Pingtan Island developed in this study. However, intensive land
use during urban development has led to the shrinkage or
disappearance of ecological source areas in the center of the
region, especially in the western and southern parts of Haidan
Street and the western part of Jinjing Town. From 2000 to 2020,
despite an overall improvement in ecological maintenance and
environmental quality on Pingtan Island, ecological
deterioration occurred in some areas, an inevitable byproduct
of urbanization. To enhance the quality of ecological source
areas, particularly where RSEI has worsened or severely

deteriorated, the implementation of ecological protection
policies such as “converting farmland back to forest” and
“ecological restoration” is crucial. For example, the
Government may consider giving priority to ecological
restoration in the central area of Haitan Street by building
pocket parks and green spaces to facilitate the migration of
wild animals.

On the other hand, Pingtan has been exploring wind energy
since 1976, becoming one of China’s earliest wind power
experimentation sites, with the majority of its onshore wind
power projects concentrated in the northern part of the island
(Zhou and Lu, 2017). Wind power, being part of the energy
infrastructure, lacks ecological functionality and causes
significant anthropogenic disturbances. As a point or linear
element, wind power projects fragment habitat patches into
isolated units, degrading the quality and landscape structure
of ecological source areas, and thus harming the integrity of
the ecosystem (Guan, 2023). Research has shown that wind
power projects impede ecological processes such as species
habitation, migration, and dispersion. These projects spatially
disrupt natural habitats and ecological corridors crucial for
species energy exchange, posing a serious threat to regional
ecological safety and stability (Guo and Zhang, 2020). This
explains the fragmentation of ecological source areas and the
extensive deterioration or severe worsening of RSEI values in
northern part of the study area from 2000 to 2020. To mitigate
these effects, strengthening green infrastructure protection,
consolidating landscape connectivity, and preserving
ecosystem service values are essential. Focusing on protecting
areas where the ecological environment has deteriorated will
enhance the overall suitability of the study area.

This study utilized the factor detector to analyze the
mechanisms through which various factors affect the RSEI.
The findings were beneficial for future policy-making
regarding the island’s ESP. Throughout the study period,
Elevation and Slope were found to have the strongest
explanatory power for spatial variations in RSEI, indicating
that terrain and slope significantly impact the EEQ of the
area. To mitigate these impacts, comprehensive strategies such

FIGURE 9
Spatial distribution of ecological barrier points on Pingtan Island in 2020.
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as adaptive vegetation management (Asaeda and Jayasanka,
2018) or the development of sensitive area protection plans
(Steiner and Blair, 2000) should be implemented. These
strategies aim to manage human activities effectively to reduce
their impact on ecologically sensitive areas. Additionally,
considering the influence of terrain and slope on EEQ,
adopting more environmentally friendly and sustainable
development methods is also crucial. Furthermore,
strengthening environmental monitoring and assessment
(Wang and Freemark, 1995) through regular ecological and
topographical monitoring, as well as environmental quality
assessments, ensures the effective implementation and
continuous improvement of these measures. Such
comprehensive actions can effectively improve and restore the
ecological environment affected by terrain and slope. The q-value
ranking change for the percentage of building area is significant,
indicating the growing tourism industry on Pingtan Island over
the past 2 decades. The expansion of construction land due to
tourism development had a substantial impact on local EEQ.
Therefore, utilizing urban grey spaces such as rooftops, bridge
frames, and interiors for greening, like wall greening, vertical
green walls, or rooftop gardens, can enhance urban EEQ,
providing more ecological space for species migration and
dispersion, and preventing further encroachment on
ecological spaces.

Combining the MSPA to quantify the ESP can help researchers
more intuitively observe, understand, and analyze ecological
changes within the study area (Wang and Wu, 2021; Hu and
Wang, 2022; Yang and Guo, 2022). Typically, forested areas,
woodlands, nature reserves, or park green spaces with rich
species communities are selected as core areas within the study
region (Zhang and Zhang, 2022). However, this method of source
area selection was subjective and does not consider differences in
habitat quality between source areas. Compared to previous studies,
the RSEI model employed in this study provides a more
comprehensive selection of factors than the InVEST model (Tang
and Gao, 2020; Xiao and Cui, 2020), with a more objective weighting
of each factor. It also directly reflects the recent changes in EEQ in
study area, identifying areas with high stability and habitat quality.
In terms of corridor simulation, while most studies used the MCR
model (Wei and Halike, 2022; Wei and Zhu, 2022; Feng and Zhao,
2023) to extract potential ecological infrastructure corridor paths,
the MCR model overlooks the randomness of biological movement
and fails to identify potential corridors and key ecological nodes (Nie
and Shi, 2021). The ecological corridors constructed through circuit
theory in this study are more characteristic of biological features and
can be graded according to the results of the Centrality Mapper
module. The identified EPPs and EBPs provide a scientific basis for
future ecological protection planning on Pingtan Island (Dickson
and Albano, 2019; Yang and Suo, 2022), and themethod and process
have proven to be practical and reliable. Similar to many existing
studies, this research has its limitations. Due to the lack of
observational data, this study did not analyze the impact of
different species (such as birds, mammals, amphibians, etc.),
which may affect the specificity of the results. Future research
will attempt to construct ecological corridors focusing on a
particular species, providing more detailed data for biodiversity
conservation on Pingtan Island.

5 Conclusion

Using Pingtan Island, a typical coastal island city in Southeast
China, as an example, the study employs RSEI to identify areas with
the highest EEQ as ecological source areas. This study utilizes the
factor detector to analyze the mechanisms through which various
factors affect RSEI. Additionally, it integrates LM tool and circuit
theory to identify ecological corridors and key ecological nodes for
constructing ESP while proposing corresponding ecological
protection strategies. The key conclusions were as follows.

(1) From 2000 to 2020, there was minimal change in EEQ of the
study area. The average RSEI exhibited a trend of gradual
increase followed by regional stability, indicating an overall
improvement in EEQ. Over the past 2 decades, there has
been mild (25.12%) and significant (2.54%) improvement,
primarily concentrated in the western and southern areas of
Haitan Street and western region of Jinjing Town. The factor
analysis revealed that Elevation and Slope have the most
significant explanatory power for the spatial variation in RSEI,
highlighting the substantial impact of terrain on the EEQ of
study area. Future efforts should focus on strengthening the
development of relevant management regulations for ecological
protection areas. Furthermore, the interaction between Slope and
the percentage of construction area had a substantial impact on
EEQ of Pingtan Island. This may be attributed to areas with
lower slopes being more favorable for land development and
socioeconomic activities, resulting in higher human disturbance
and a decline in EEQ.

(2) Over time, there has been a gradual increase in the number and
area of ecological patches. However, there were significant spatial
differences in the distribution of ecological source areas, primarily
concentrated in the northern, central, and southwestern regions,
with fewer in eastern and southern areas. Therefore, future efforts
should prioritize ecological protection in these regions, including
the creation of additional habitat patches and implementation of
deep ecological restoration measures to enhance the overall
ecological connectivity. Additionally, the ecological network
pattern has undergone adjustments over the course of
20 years, with the total number of corridors remaining
between 50 and 54, and slight fluctuations in total length. In
terms of corridor quantity, first-level corridors exhibited a
decreasing trend followed by an increase, while second-level
corridors displayed an initial increase followed by a decrease.
These trends reflect the dynamic adjustments of the ecological
network and changes in management strategies.

(3) A total of 32 ecological protection areas with an average area of
1.76 km2 have been identified as EPPs. These EPPs were
predominantly located at the ends or central regions of
corridors and are characterized by land use types such as
forests, cultivated land, and construction land. The largest
ecological protection area was situated near Wuxing Jinsha
Beach Resort in Junshan Town. Furthermore, 52 EBPs have
been identified, representing key areas for future ecological
restoration efforts on study area. In summary, there were
similarities in the distribution of EBPs and EPPs, with
concentrations at the borders of Haitan Street, Jinjing Town,
and Junshan Town. These areas also hold significance for the
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optimization and enhancement of Pingtan Island’s ESP in
the future.
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